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SPRING 2022
LIVES & LETTERS

HELEN RAPPAPORT In Search of Mary Seacole (416pp)
The wonderful deeds & character of Florence Nightingale’s ‘rival’, justly honoured

£20

DAISY DUNN Not Far from Brideshead (304pp)
£20
False security of the interwar years & the entertaining rivalry between three Oxford dons
THEO FENNELL I Fear for This Boy (288pp)
£25
Scenes from the life of the jewellery designer: from rock & roll wannabe to society darling
JOSEPH SASSOON The Global Merchants (448pp)
£30
How the Sassoon family made a fortune & lost it in a desire to be part of high society
WILLIAM PALMER In Love with Hell (272pp)
£20
Eleven writers & their relationship with drink: from Amis & Burgess to Thomas & Yates
FELIPE FERNANDEZ-ARMESTO Straits (384pp)
£25
Debunks the romantic myths which surround the life & legacy of Ferdinand Magellan
JOANNE PAUL The House of Dudley (528pp)
£25
Ambitious, scheming family whose fortunes rose & fell under successive Tudor monarchs
COLIN HEBER-PERCY Tales of a Country Parish (288pp)
£12.99
Vignettes from a Wiltshire parish during Lockdown by its incorrigible incumbent
JENNIFER MORAG HENDERSON Daughters of the North (528pp)
The two wives of the Earl of Boswell: Jean Gordon & Mary, Queen of Scots

£24.99

JOHN WORTHEN Regicide: The Trials of Henry Marten (208pp)
£20
Prominent Puritan & regicide who escaped the death penalty but remained unrepentant
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EDWARD SHAWCROSS The Last Emperor of Mexico (336pp)
£20
The doomed attempt to establish a monarchy in Mexico with an ill-equipped figurehead
JOHN M. JENNINGS ED. The Worst Military Leaders in History (304pp)
£16.99
From Custer to Wolseley, a rogue’s gallery of military incompetents - by divers hands
ELENA FERRANTE In the Margins (172pp)
Essays which shed light on her creative process & the importance of reading

£12.99

JANET PHILLIPS Great Literary Friendships (216pp)
£16.99
Explore the relationships created by writers which reside in the pages of novels & plays
MALA KACENBERG Mala’s Cat (320pp)
£14.99
With only her cat for company, a Jewish child’s survival in a Polish pine forest in WWII
KATHERINE MACINNES Snow Widows (512pp)
Lives, loves & losses of five women, shaped by Scott’s last polar expedition

April £25

LUCY WARD The Empress and the English Doctor (352pp)
April £20
How Catherine the Great promoted science over superstition to defeat smallpox
KATHERINE RUNDELL Super-Infinite (224pp)
April £16.99
Poet, lover, soldier, preacher, priest: the many lives & talents of John Donne
ANNE DE COURCY Five Love Affairs and a Friendship (336pp)
Nancy Cunard’s Parisian years: filled with artists, writers, poets & painters

April £22

MIRANDA SEYMOUR I Used to Live Here Once (432pp)
May £25
Life of the author Jean Rhys whose ‘Wide Sargasso Sea’ drew on her years on Dominica

HISTORY & CURRENT AFFAIRS

TERENCE DOOLEY Burning the Big House (368pp)
1912-23: Irish country houses targeted as symbols of conquest & oppression

£25

PAUL STRATHERN Ten Cities That Led the World (288pp)
£25
From London to Paris to Constantinople: how urban centres lead civilisation forward
ANNA KEAY The Restless Republic (480pp)
Post-Civil War society: how a conservative people tried revolution & rejected it

£25

GRAHAM ROBB France: An Adventure History (544pp)
Entertaining canter through French history from the Gauls to the Gilets Jaunes

£25
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CHRISTOPHER DE BELLAIGUE The Lion House (304pp)
£20
Rise of Suleyman the Magnificent & the struggle between Ottoman & Christian powers
PENELOPE J. CORFIELD The Georgians (488pp)
Every aspect of Georgian life explored: peoples’ viewpoints then, our attitudes today

£25

OLIVER BULLOUGH Butler to the World (288pp)
£20
How Britain kowtowed to the rich, powerful & corrupt in the past & what happens now
JULIA JONES Uncommon Courage (320pp)
£20
From Peter Scott to Nicholas Monsarrat, the yachtsmen who volunteered during WWII
SIMON PARKIN The Island of Extraordinary Captives (496pp)
£20
The internment of Peter Fleischmann on the Isle of Man, having escaped Nazi Germany
DEBORAH COHEN Last Call at the Hotel Imperial (592pp)
£25
The band of American reporters who rewrote the rules of modern journalism in the ‘30s
MICK CONEFREY Everest 1922 (320pp)
£30
The bitter rivalries & back-room politics behind Mallory’s doomed attempt on Everest
RAMACHANDRA GUHA Rebels Against the Raj (496pp)
Seven foreigners who fought for Indian independence from the British

£25

DAVID HONE The Future of Dinosaurs (272pp)
£25
How scientific research has advanced our understanding & what might still be learned
PETER HENNESSY A Duty of Care (256pp)
£20
How lessons of the past can help overcome the challenges faced by post-Covid Britain
CHRISTOPHER TUGENDHAT The Worm in the Apple (208pp)
Tory insider on how ‘Europe’ has informed Conservative party politics for decades

£20

MATTHEW TELLER Nine Quarters of Jerusalem (400pp)
History of the Old City: a deep, complicated, cultural melting pot

£20

STEPHEN P. KERSHAW. Three Epic Battles that Saved Democracy (480pp)
£30
Marathon, Thermopylae & Salamis: clash between East & West which still resonates today
NICK MANNING The Commoners (138pp)
The human history behind the glories of Wimbledon & Putney Commons
GIDEON RACHMAN The Age of the Strongman (288pp)
Dangerous spread of nationalism: from Putin’s Russia to Trump’s America

£25
April £20

DOUGLAS MURRAY The War on the West (320pp)
April £20
Should the West take all the blame for slavery, genocide, prejudice & exploitation?
JOHN WALSH Circus of Dreams (432pp)
April £25
1980s literary scene which changed the way authors were treated & books were bought
DEBORAH CADBURY The School That Escaped the Nazis (448pp)
April £20
Anna Essinger & the children she rescued from Germany by taking the school to England
LLOYD LLEWELLYN-JONES Persians (448pp)
April £25
A new view of the Empire utilising original Persian sources rather than the Greek histories
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ART & ARCHITECTURE

JOHN RICHARDSON A Life of Picasso Vol. IV (368pp)
£35
Final volume covering the years 1933-43: a period full of experimentation & new muses
JAMES HAMILTON Constable: A Portrait (496pp)
£25
Tortoise to Turner’s hare, the painter who found inspiration in the countryside he loved
MARGARET WILLES In the Shadow of St Paul’s Cathedral (320pp)
The community which thrived for centuries until it was obliterated by the Blitz

£25

JOHN GOODALL The Castle: A History (400pp)
The pivotal position of the castle in British life, in our culture & our society

£18.99

MIKE PITTS How to Build Stonehenge (256pp)
Who built it? Why? How? Discover a monument in all its Neolithic wonder

£20

JAMES SCOTT The Women Who Shaped Modern Art in Britain (288pp)
£25
The collectors, curators & gallery owners who championed Hepworth, Mondrian et al
JAMES KING Paul Nash (216pp)
£35
The diversity of Nash’s work examined: from set design to posters, fabrics to ceramics
MARTIN GAYFORD ET AL. Hockney’s Eye (184pp)
£39
Explores his varied ways of representing the visible world without traditional techniques
CELIA PAUL Letters to Gwen John (352pp)
April £18.99
Imagined correspondence between two artists battling to keep their artistic integrity
DAN CRUICKSHANK Built in Chelsea (312pp)
£30 pbk
From the King’s Road to the Royal Hospital: an illustrated guide to Lord Cadogan’s village
ANTONY PENROSE Surrealist Weekends (114pp)
£12.50 pbk
Farley Farm in the ‘50s, home to Lee Miller & Roland Penrose & a star studded guest list
JEROME GAUTIER Dior: New Looks (312pp)
£40
Elements of the style which has distinguished the couture house over the past 75 years
CLAIRE BINGHAM The New Naturalists (224pp)
April £25
From fossils to feathers, seeds to shells: homes of twenty collectors of natural objects
CHARLOTTE MULLINS A Little History of Art (336pp)
April £16.99
From the origins of art 100,000 years ago to the present focusing on those who made it
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY

AMBER GUINNESS A House Party in Tuscany (288pp)
A feast for the eye & the palate: celebrating the artists’ retreat at Arniano

£29.99

SOPHIE GORDON The Whole Vegetable (384pp)
£25
Leaves, stalks, peelings & seeds: harness every part of the plant for planet friendly meals
BEN RAWLENCE The Treeline (352pp)
What the creeping treeline, closer & closer to the pole, means for climate change

£20

RACHEL LAMBERT Wild and Sweet (272pp)
Discover the satisfaction of foraging to produce homemade jams, cordials & more

£25

ASMA KHAN Ammu (288pp)
£26
Accessible Indian home cooking from scratch, adding spice to your culinary repertoire
MARIAN BOSWALL Sustainable Garden (160pp)
£18
Numerous ways, big & small, to create & maintain an environmentally friendly garden
JOE WOODHOUSE Our Daily Veg (192pp)
Take a common vegetable & turn it into a satisfying meal with minimal stress

£22

EMILY SCOTT What I Ate for Breakfast (144pp)
£12.99
From banoffee porridge to ‘scrumpets’, food to get you out of bed in the morning
PATRICK BARKHAM Wild Green Wonders (432pp)
Selection of the author’s wildlife pieces culled from The Guardian

£14.99

PATRICK GALBRAITH In Search of One Last Song (320pp)
April £18.99
The men & women who are battling to save our birds & their natural habitats
ANNA PAVORD The Seasonal Gardener (208pp)
April £29.95
Takes ‘star’ plants & pairs each with two partners for year-long interest. Revised edition
KITTY & AL TAIT Breadsong (304pp)
April £20
How debilitating depression was banished by breadmaking: a memoir with recipes
SIMON TOOMER 50 Great Trees of the National Trust (224pp)
April £10
From Newton’s Apple Tree at Woolsthorpe Manor to the Tolpuddle Martyrs’ Sycamore
ELLA RISBRIDGER The Year of Miracles (288pp)
From the author of ‘Midnight Chicken’, recipes that put comfort to the fore
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May £22

FICTION

ANNE TYLER French Braid (256pp)
£16.99
When a wife seeks solitude to paint, her family is determined not to notice. Lives unravel
MONICA ALI Love Marriage (512pp)
£18.99
When Yasmin met Joe: will long held beliefs & prejudices melt in the face of true love?
BONNIE GARMUS Lessons in Chemistry (400pp)
£14.99
With a passion for science, truth & a dog called Six Thirty, please welcome Elizabeth Zott
JAMES RUNCIE The Great Passion (272pp)
£16.99
An orphan finds refuge in the household of JS Bach & witnesses the wonder of creation
VESNA GOLDSWORTHY Iron Curtain (336pp)
£14.99
Will ‘Red Princess’ Milena find the happiness she craves outside the Soviet Union?
T. L. MOGFORD The Plant Hunter (432pp)
£12.99
1867: a chance meeting sends our hero from the fields of Battersea to the perils of China
CHARLOTTE MENDELSON The Exhibitionist (336pp)
£16.99
An egotist prepares for the opening of his new exhibition but will his family toe the line?
LUCY CALDWELL These Days (288pp)
£12.99
April ’41: two sisters face the horror of the Belfast Blitz as their mother waits for news
ALEX HYDE Violets (256pp)
£12.99
A tale of two struggling Violets: one suffering miscarriage, the other dreading pregnancy
NATASHA SOLOMONS I, Mona Lisa (384pp)
£14.99
After five centuries the enigma finds her voice to reflect on art, passion & murder
DOUGLAS STUART Young Mungo (400pp)
April £16.99
Sectarian Glasgow & two men who learn of a love that dare not speak its name
CANDICE CARTY-WILLIAMS People Person (368pp)
April £12.99
A dysfunctional set of half-siblings are forced to reconnect with their absent father
JULIAN BARNES Elizabeth Finch (192pp)
April £16.99
A student reflects on the life & work of his mentor, the exacting Professor Finch
YARA RODRIGUES FOWLER there are more things (464pp)
April £16.99
Melding history & fiction, the lives of two women set against turmoil in Britain & Brazil
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ESPIONAGE & CRIME FICTION

JANICE HALLETT The Twyford Code (384pp)
£14.99
A disgraced children’s author, a missing teacher & an ex-con intent on finding the truth
DONNA LEON Give Unto Others (304pp)
Is there less crime in Venice since the pandemic? Brunetti is about to find out

£20

TOM HINDLE A Fatal Crossing (464pp)
£14.99
A transatlantic liner, 2,000 passengers & a killer on board. James Temple is on the case
ELLY GRIFFITHS The Locked Room (384pp)
Can Ruth Galloway & DCI Nelson track down a killer in spite of lockdown?

£20

LUCY FOLEY The Paris Apartment (416pp)
£14.99
When Jess arrives at number 12 rue des Amants, the last thing she expects is murder.....
KAORU TAKAMURA Lady Joker (592pp)
£16.99
Tokyo ‘95: five misfits carry out a heist, in retaliation against a society that excludes them
PETER SWANSON Nine Lives (336pp)
£12.99
Nine strangers on a list, all marked for a grizzly end. Can the link be discovered in time?
RACHAEL BLOK The Fall (400pp)
A man lies dead at the base of St Albans Cathedral’s tower. Suicide or murder?

£18.99

WILL DEAN First Born (384pp)
April £16.99
When her twin is found dead in NYC, Molly must uncover the truth however distasteful
LOUISE HARE Miss Aldridge Regrets (432pp)
April £14.99
Offered a first class ticket to New York & a role on Broadway but murder stalks Lena
KOTARO ISAKA Three Assassins (272pp)
April £14.99
A maths teacher infiltrates the world of professional assassins to solve his wife’s murder
STUART MACBRIDE No Less the Devil (480pp)
April £20
A convicted killer asks for police protection. Just paranoid? DS Lucy McVeigh investigates
MICK HERRON Bad Actors (432pp)
May £18.99
Slough House steps in when an MI5 scandal brews & a Downing Street aide goes missing
BARBARA NADEL Bride Price (400pp)
May £21.99
Is a jeweller’s death suicide or something more suspicious? Ikmen & Suleyman investigate
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CHILDREN’S SPRING LIST 2022
0-4 YEARS OLD

CAMILLA REID Peekaboo Chick (10pp)
£7.99 Board Book
Peekaboo is one of the first games babies play. This interactive book has sliders & other
ingenious mechanisms to push, pull or turn as well as a surprise mirror ending
HEATHER CROSSLEY Pop-Up Peekaboo! Butterfly (12pp)
£7.99 Board Book
Simple introduction to the life cycle of the butterfly from the moment it hatches from an
egg to the moment it emerges from the chrysalis. Illustrated by Miranda Sofroniou
WILLIAM PETTY Tilly Plants a Tree (16pp)
£9.99
Tilly decides to grow an oak tree from an acorn. Lift the flaps to discover what goes on
underground & be ready for the pop-up ending. Illustrated by Axel Scheffler
JULIA DONALDSON Welcome to the World (32pp)
£12.99
A celebration of babies’ first experiences from visiting the park to going on the bus to
being tucked up in bed. Gentle rhyming text & intricate illustrations by Helen Oxenbury
CARYL HART Thank You for the Little Things (32pp)
£12.99/£7.99 pbk
From swinging high on playground swings to licking melty ice cream, there are lots of
things that can make you happy. So allay your worries & enjoy simple pleasures
JOHN YEOMAN Meet the Family (48pp)
£12.99
Everyone’s family is different but the one in this story is extraordinary. It’s full of
magicians, chefs & babies all doing unconventional things. Illustrated by Quentin Blake
TOVE JANSSON The Moomin ABC (40pp)
£12.99
Take an alphabetical adventure through Moominvalley & meet the characters from Tove
Jansson’s books, from Moomin to Little My. Font sourced from the Jansson archive
LEMN SISSAY Don’t Ask the Dragon (32pp)
£12.99/£6.99 pbk
It's Alem’s birthday, but where can he go to celebrate it? He asks a succession of animals,
but should he ask the dragon? Or will it gobble him up? Pictures by Greg Stobbs
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5-8 YEARS OLD

ALICE MELVIN Mouse’s Wood : A Year in Nature (32pp)
April 14.99
Follow Mouse on a leisurely ramble through the seasons meeting friends Squirrel,
Hedgehog, Mole, Dormouse & Fox as the year progresses. Gentle rhyming text
LARYSA DENYSENKO Maya and Her Friends (72pp)
April £12.99
A story about a class of Ukrainian children, all with different home lives. It advocates
tolerance. All proceeds go to UNICEF to aid children caught up in the conflict in Ukraine
ALEX FALASE-KOYA Marv and the Mega Robot (128pp)
£5.99 pbk
Marvin’s life is perfectly ordinary until he finds a mysterious superhero suit hidden in the
attic. Join Marv as he accepts his destiny & becomes completely MARVellous!
SAM SEDGMAN Epic Adventures (64pp)
£12.99
Explore the world by taking twelve amazing trains including the Orient Express & the
Rejuvenation Express. In the process cross six continents & thirty-four countries
MICHAEL ROSEN Please Write Soon (80pp)
April £12.99
True story of two cousins who wrote letters to each other during WWII. Londoner Solly
writes to Bernie in a Russian labour camp. Do they survive? Pictures by Michael Foreman
DICK KING-SMITH & JOSIE ROGERS Ambrose Follows His Nose (176pp)
£10.99
Ambrose is no ordinary rabbit: he has an extraordinary sense of smell. Can he find his lost
little sister Roly & help Biddy, who has trained him, stay out of danger too?
CLAIRE PHILIP The Big Book of Questions and Answers (256pp)
£19.99
Assist curious children to discover more about space, the oceans, wild animals & more.
Tricky ideas are set out in clear, easy-to-understand terms. Fully illustrated
IMOGEN RUSSELL WILLIAMS Great Elizabethans (64pp)
£9.99
A celebration of the 70 year reign of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II told through the lives
of twenty-five amazing Britons who made history & helped change the world
KAREN INGLIS Return to the Secret Lake (272pp)
£7.99 pbk
Time travel sequel to The Secret Lake. Join Lucy in the 1900s as she reconnects with Stella
& Tom in the future to get vital help for her friend Emma who is dangerously ill
KATHY WEEKS What’s New Harper Drew? (256pp)
£6.99 pbk
Join Harper as she works out how to deal with her family & friends’ daily catastrophes in
her own unique way, one journal entry at a time!
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9-11 YEARS OLD

GILL LEWIS Song of the River (104pp)
£6.99 pbk
When a flood destroys Cari’s home, & her mother’s business, she decides to get involved
with a project to reintroduce beavers into the area. (For reluctant readers)
LISSA EVANS Wished (272pp)
£12.99
Whilst staying with old Mrs Riley at half term, Ed & his sister find a box of magic birthday
candles which give out real wishes. But some of the wishes belong to someone else
ELLE MCNICOLL Like a Charm (320pp)
£6.99 pbk
There are Hidden Folk in Edinburgh which only Ramya can see. Can she use this power &
save the city? First in series
A.F. STEADMAN Skandar and the Unicorn Thief (400pp)
April £12.99
Skandar has only ever wanted to be a unicorn rider. When his island is in peril, he is
forced into sky battles with bloodthirsty unicorns to try to save the day. First in series
PAUL DOUGLAS A Kid’s Guide to Saving the Planet (112pp)
May £14.99
Meteorologist Paul Douglas writes honestly about the daunting problem of climate
change. He also offers hope-filled, realistic solutions which children can participate in
SHARNA JACKSON The Good Turn (400pp)
£7.99 pbk
A thrilling mystery for Josie’s Scout Troop to solve as they stumble across a mysterious
photo in an abandoned warehouse whilst they try to earn their Camping Badge
LOGAN MACX Swift and Hawk: Cyberspies (352pp)
£7.99 pbk
When their families mysteriously disappear, Swift & Hawk, teen experts in AI & robotics,
go on a rescue mission. First in series
SKYE MCKENNA Hedgewitch (448pp)
April £12.99
Cassie has been waiting for years at her dreary boarding school for her mother to return. So
she sets out to find her & begins to train as a witch in the eerie village of Hedgeley
NICOLETTE JONES Writes of Passage (160pp)
May £12.99
Over a hundred poems, letters, speeches & more to read before you’re thirteen. From
Greta to Galileo, Malala to Mandela, collected to inspire, provoke & make you laugh
YOMI ADEGOKE The Offline Diaries (256pp)
April £12.99
When Year 8s Ade & Shanice meet in a salon, & spot each other's diaries, an instant
friendship is formed & they start to chat online. Offline? Well, that’s another story!
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12+ YEARS

ALEX WHEATLE Kemosha of the Caribbean (320pp)
£7.99 pbk
Born a slave, Kemosha joins Captain Morgan’s crew to earn enough pieces of eight to buy
her brother’s freedom. A swashbuckling feminist adventure on the high seas
BEN BROOKS Dare to Be Different – Inspirational Words (208pp)
£20
From Scott Fitzgerald writing to his daughter to mysterious graffiti artists spraying their
truth on walls: how people have used words to change the world
DEREK LANDY Skulduggery Pleasant: Until the End (656pp)
April £14.99
Final volume in the series. Can you bear it?! The bad guys have won & Skulduggery must
make allies of enemies if he's going to stand any chance of saving what's left of the world
SUE DIVIN Truth Be Told (304pp)
April £7.99 pbk
Tara is from Derry. Faith is from rural Armagh. Their lives are very different, but they look
almost identical. They set out to find the truth but will it subvert everything they do know?
DR JANINA RAMIREZ Goddess (112pp)
£16.99
Fifty female figures from around the world whose deeds & beliefs have influenced countless
generations & still inspire today. Endorsed by the British Museum
MUHAMMAD KHAN Mark My Words (304pp)
£7.99 pbk
Fifteen-year-old Dua sets up a school newspaper to expose stories everyone seems to want
to bury. With exams looming should she give up her crusade or reveal the truth?
JENNIEKE COHEN My Fine Fellow (352pp)
£12.99
A retelling of ‘My Fair Lady’ set in 1830s London with Penelope Pickering & Elijah Little
daring to be different in the culinary field. A delicious historical rom-com
PATRICE LAWRENCE Needle (128pp)
May £7.99 pbk
Charlene is a teenager accused of assault when she loses her temper with her foster mum’s
son. Can she apologise if she doesn’t mean it? (Teen drama for reluctant readers)
JACQUELINE WILSON Baby Love (496pp)
£12.99
Laura is sent away in shame by her family when she becomes pregnant. Set in the 1960s this
is a story about teen pregnancy & unexpected, caring friendships (13+)
KELLY BARNHILL When Women Were Dragons (352pp)
May £14.99
Set in an alternative 1950s America, where rebellious women turn into dragons. A
thrillingly original coming of age novel (14+)
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To order any of the books in the catalogue
or for other suggestions contact us at:
Barnes Bookshop
98 Church Road
London
SW13 0DQ
Tel: 020 8741 0786
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com
Or order online through bookshop.org

https://uk.bookshop.org/shop/BarnesBookshop

We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations

SAVE THE DATE
Barnes BookFest 2022
23 – 25 September 2022
Preparations for Barnes BookFest 2022 are well underway
with an exciting programme of author talks and
presentations planned. The first BookFest took place last
September with a wonderful weekend of literary
discussion and screenings. Speakers included, amongst
others, Gyles Brandreth, Victoria Dowd, Sebastian Faulks,
Hadley Freeman, Richard Harries, Bernard O’Keeffe,
Hayley Mills, Michael Morpurgo and Chris Patten with
events covering a wide range of topics: from art to
autobiography, crime to cookery and politics to
economics. It is now firmly on the literary map.
This year the committee is pleased to announce that
speakers will include Gill Hornby, Ann Macmillan, Tim
Marshall, Jonathon Porritt, Santham Sanghera and Peter
Snow with more to follow. So save the date!

Ian Williams and Chris Patten

Gyles Brandreth and Hayley Mills

Richard Hughes and Simon Heffer

